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PRO, COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES BEHIND SURGE
  Automakers had more than a 40.3% increase year over 
year on TV ad spend in December, according to iSpot.tv.
  The estimated $625.2 million in spending is also a 
13.5% increase compared to November 2020. However, 
impressions were actually down 5% this December.
  The top five brands by spend are Toyota ($76.6 million), 
Nissan ($54.1 million), Ford ($51.4 million), Hyundai ($49.2 
million) and Jeep ($38.4 million), according to iSpot.tv. 
  Correspondingly, the top five brands by impressions were 
Toyota (3.9 billion), Nissan (3.6 billion), Ford (3.4 billion), 
Hyundai (3 billion) and Chevrolet (2.6 billion).
  Football once again led the way between the NFL’s stretch 
run to the playoffs and portions of college football’s bowl 
season. NFL games made up 15.3% of automaker TV 
ad impressions, while college football 
games were 5.3%. Comparatively, sports 
programming made up 30.1% of auto 
brands’ TV ad impressions in December, 
vs. 39.6% in December 2019, per iSpot.
  By impressions, the top five shows were 
NFL football (3.32 billion), college football 
(1.16 billion), SportsCenter (256 million), 
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit (216 
million) and NBA basketball (205 million). 
Top networks were NBC (2.14 billion), Fox (1.62 billion), 
CBS (1.47 billion), ABC (1.12 billion) and ESPN (1.08 billion).
  For the entire month, 10 different automaker ads were seen 
at least 700 million times. Chevrolet’s “Wherever You Go” 
spot, which advertises how the General Motors’ employee 
discount is available for everyone, had the most TV ad 
impressions, with 1.46 billion. It was the second straight 
month that Chevy had the most-seen ad in the industry. In 
all, nine of the top 10 spots by impressions were focused 
around holiday sales to close out 2020, per iSpot.
  The desire to move vehicle inventory was at least part of the 
major uptick in estimated TV ad spend for auto brands, says 
Stu Schwartzapfel, SVP, media partnerships at iSpot.tv
  “Automakers’ late TV ad push in December showcased both 
a commitment to traditional late-year sales and an increased 
confidence in consumer spending heading into 2021,” 
Schwartzapfel tells Marketing Daily. “With an expanded 
NFL Playoffs ahead in January, these brands should see an 
even larger opportunity to reach audiences during games as 
they showcase new messaging and vehicle stock.”
  Of the top 20 brands this December, 17 increased spend 
compared to December 2019, including Porsche, which 
didn’t spend on national linear TV ads last year but showed 
$8.6 million in December 2020. Beyond Porsche, the biggest 
year-over-year jumps belonged to Nissan (up 236%), Toyota 
(up 126%), Lexus (up 120%), GMC (up 97.3%) and Lincoln 
(increased 82.5%). 
  Just three of the top 20 brands saw decreases: Chevrolet 
(down 0.66%), Honda (down 9.4%) and Mazda (down 
29.3%) compared to December 2019.

iSPOT: AUTOMAKER TV SPENDING SOARS IN DECEMBER
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Burger King introduced a new look last week, marking the 
fast-food franchise’s first rebrand in more than 20 years. The 
quick-serve restaurant giant’s updated aesthetic includes 
changes to its menu, décor and signage, social media assets 
and employee uniforms. The visuals are bolder and recall 
the retro designs of the 1970s and 1980s. One of the biggest 
changes was to the iconic Burger King 
logo, which dropped the recognizable 
blue curve it has used since 1999. The 
new emblem, rendered in a font called 
“Flame,” emulates the classic logo 
Burger King used from 1969 to 1999... Bed Bath & Beyond 
reported a 2% increase in same-store sales in the last quarter 
as online revenues jumped 77% on a year-over-year basis. 

The retailer continues to have problems 
converting shoppers into customers, 
however, based on data from Placer.ai, 
which shows that foot traffic improved 
at a higher rate than sales… Apple and 
Hyundai are engaged in early discussions 
about how the companies might work 
together on potential electronic vehicle 
and battery deals, Reuters reports. Apple 
is moving ahead with self-driving car 

technology and is reported to want to include its own battery 
technology as early as 2024. Apple, which declined comment, 
is said to be speaking with other automakers in addition to 
Hyundai… Amazon has shut down its Pantry program, 
Bloomberg reports. Pantry subscription customers were 
notified of the change in December and received a refund 
for their monthly subscription fee. Shuttering the Pantry 
service streamlines Amazon’s grocery offerings as it pushes 
ahead with its Amazon Fresh and Go Grocery stores and 
online rollout… Christopher & Banks is inching closer to 
the brink. Last week the distressed apparel seller disclosed a 
recent cascade of defaults on financial obligations, including 
key loans and the lease on its headquarters, according to a 
securities filing... UPS expected to induct 1.75 million returns 
into its system every day last week, which would represent 
the highest weekly total of returns in the carrier’s history. The 
expected 8.75 million returns last week would represent a 
23% increase over the highest week of returns for the 2019-
2020 holiday season. The carrier’s single-day record is 1.9 
million returns — set Jan. 2, 2020... General Motors is 
making the biggest change to its corporate logo in 56 years 
as part of a broader marketing effort meant to 
highlight its aggressive electric vehicle push. 
The new look features a lower-case “gm” in a 
sky-blue hue with an underlined “m.” It marks 
only the fifth time the automaker has updated 
its corporate look in 113 years, said GM Global 
Chief Marketing Officer Deborah Wahl. “The more-electric 
vibrant blue represents the clear blue skies of an all-electric 
future,” she said at a press briefing last week.
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AVAILS
  WDSU, the Hearst Television New Orleans NBC affiliate, 
is seeking an energetic, passionate, analytical and creative 
National Sales Manager who is up to the 
challenge of setting new records across 
multiple platforms. This person will lead, 
inspire and motivate the national sales team 
to exceed revenue goals and serve as backup 
to the Local Sales Manager. Organization, 
strong sales negotiation skills, a keen attention to detail, 
and the ability to excel in a fast-paced environment are 

required. CLICK HERE for more 
information or to apply.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK 
HERE for details. 

AMERICA IS STILL WATCHING 
LOTS OF TELEVISION
  One consumer behavior that has come 
out of the pandemic and shows no sign 
of reverting back to “normal” just yet is 
the increased amount of TV people are 

watching, Marketing Charts reports.
  Recent data from Hub Entertainment Research from 
a November 2020 survey shows that the share of U.S. 
consumers who say they are watching a lot more TV than 
they did prior to the pandemic had not changed since July.
  Back in July 2020, close to four in 10 (37%) U.S. TV 
viewers ages 14-74 said they were watching a lot more TV 
than they had before the pandemic. When consumers were 
asked the same question in November, those who said they 
were watching a lot more TV hadn’t changed. Added to that, 
another third said they were watching a little more TV than 
before the pandemic, while just 4% claimed to be watching 
less.
  Although the number of U.S. households that subscribe 
to at least one subscription streaming service (SVOD) 
continues to rise, churn has also increased during the 
pandemic, with 23% reporting having dropped a service 
(including vMVPD and MVPD) in November, compared to 
18% in July. That said, the number of respondents who 
reported having added a service also increased (34% in 
November vs. 28% in July).

A RECORD 12,200 U.S. STORES CLOSED IN 2020
  When it comes to store closings, 2020 was a year for the 
record books, Fortune reports.
  Ravaged by a pandemic that shuttered stores for weeks 
in the spring — driving more spending online — retailers 
big and small closed 12,200 stores in the U.S. last year, 
according to commercial real estate firm CoStar Group. In 
all, that amounted to 159 million square feet of retail space. 
In 2019, the tally was 10,000 stores.
  Some of the boldface retail names to have closed stores in 
big numbers last year include J.C. Penney, which filed for 
bankruptcy in the spring and emerged with a fraction of its 
store count of just a few years ago, GameStop, Gap and 
Macy’s.
  Many of the closings came from retailers that shut down 
altogether last year, such as Pier 1 Imports and its 950 
stores.

NFL GIVES PARTNERS MORE PLAYOFF AD TIME 
  The National Football League is giving its broadcast 
partners two additional minutes of commercial inventory to 
sell during playoff games.
  While more ad inventory will air in all the playoff games, 
which started this past weekend, it does not include the 
Super Bowl on CBS. The Wall Street Journal first reported 
the news.
  The additional units come from converting some league 
and broadcaster promotional time, as well as creating more 
space, according to an NFL spokesperson.
  “Due to strong demand from the 
marketplace, we worked with our 
broadcast partners to make additional 
ad units available for postseason games 
leading up to the Super Bowl,” said the 
spokesperson.
  This comes as the broadcasters 
continue to grapple with the effects of the 
pandemic, which has delayed production 
of new episodes of hit shows this season, 
resulting in further ratings erosion.
  The NFL also had its own challenges, 
including postponing games due to COVID outbreaks. And 
ratings took a dip as football games went up against sports 
that had been postponed when COVID first hit the U.S., like 
basketball.

COMSCORE RECAPITALIZES, REMOVES ALL DEBT
  Financially beleaguered Comscore says it has finalized a 
deal to recapitalize the company, and also secured “extended 
data rights” from at least one of its new investors, Charter 
Communications.
  The other new investors, Qurate Retail and Cerberus 
Capital Management, also have valuable e-commerce and 
loyalty shopper data, respectively, though those rights are 
not explicitly included as part of the deal.
  The deal raises $204 million via the issuance of new 
preferred shares, wiping out Comscore’s debt and allowing 
it to operate with a strong balance sheet and use its cash for 
building its business and new products.
  As part of the announcement, Charter, and a pre-
existing partner, Comcast, extended long-term data rights, 
guaranteeing Comscore’s access to data from two of the 
biggest TV and broadband companies. Charter also named 
Comscore its “preferred information supplier.”

COX STATIONS DARK IN SUDDENLINK DISPUTE
  Cox Media Group TV stations in six markets have gone dark 
to Suddenlink subscribers in a dispute over retransmission 
consent fees.
  The blackout affects viewers in Tulsa, Okla.; Memphis, Tenn.; 
Spokane, Wash.; Eureka, Calif.; Greenville-Greenwood, 
Miss.; and Alexandria, La.
  Suddenlink said that CMG was asking for a higher 
retransmission fee than other broadcasters it works with. It 
also noted that Cox Media Group owns the stations carrying 
all of the broadcast networks in Greenwood, Miss., and that 
the dispute left Suddenlink customers there without access 
to any broadcast programming.
  Cox Media Group stations were blacked out on Dish in July 
and didn’t return until a deal was reached in December.
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A November 2020 survey 
showed that the share of U.S. 
consumers who said they’re 
watching a lot more TV than 

they did prior to the pandemic 
has not changed since July.
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U.S. ECONOMY CUTS 140,000 JOBS IN DECEMBER
  The U.S. economy shed 140,000 jobs in December, the 
first decline in seven months as a surge in COVID-19 cases 
nationwide triggered a fresh wave of shutdowns, reversing 
the labor market’s recovery.
  The unemployment rate held steady at 6.7%, the Labor 
Department said in its monthly payroll report, released 
Friday. Economists surveyed by Refinitiv expected the 
report to show that unemployment edged higher to 6.8% and 
the economy added 71,000 jobs.
  In total, the U.S. has recovered roughly half of the 22 million 

jobs lost during the first two months of the 
pandemic. There are still about 9.8 million 
more Americans out of work than there 
were in February before the crisis began.
  After a sharp contraction in March and 
April, the labor market quickly rebounded, 
adding 9.3 million jobs in the span of just 
three months. But since then, job growth 
has consecutively cooled each month 
with economists increasingly warning of a 
second slowdown.

THIS AND THAT
  Comcast’s FreeWheel and TV station group Tegna 
have signed a multi-year deal that extends and expands 
their advertising transactions partnership. Tegna uses 
FreeWheel’s Strata platform to connect with agencies 
through ePort, an automated platform that enables 
purchasing ads from local TV stations. Sellers on ePort 
can receive electronic ad orders and revisions, as well as 
send makegoods, through the buying platform. Tegna’s 
CTV/OTT regional and local advertising platform Premion 
will continue to use Strata to provide some 1,110 agencies 
access to video inventory from its 125-plus publishers... The 
retail industry came in third among industries in announced 
job cuts in 2020. But it also had the highest number of 
announced hires. Challenger, Gray & Christmas says 
retail had 184,886 job cuts announcements, 139% higher 
than 2019. Retail also had the highest number of announced 
hires this year with 1.183 million of the record 3.191 million 
tracked. (The majority of these hires occurred at grocers in 
March and April.) The entertainment/leisure sector, including 
hotels, restaurants, amusement parks, and movie theaters, 
announced the highest number of cuts in 2020 with 866,046, 
an astounding 5,688% higher than the 14,963 announced in 
all of 2019. Transportation, including airlines, announced the 
second-highest number of cuts this year with 199,599.
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Cats throw up a lot, so when 
choosing your pet’s food, I 
recommend something that 

matches the carpet.

SATURDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

DON’T RETURN TO NORMAL. RETURN TO BETTER. 
  If your team members have become more efficient 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, you’ll want to keep that 
momentum going. You can 
do that by changing up 
your operating procedures, 
whether your team returns to the office or not.
  You may not see your reps in person every day, but 
you can do a quick check-in with a video call. These calls 
provide an opportunity for support and coaching and can be 
far more effective than the old weekly one-on-one session. 
And a 10-minute group video chat can 
energize the entire team, especially if 
one of your reps is struggling with a 
difficult account or prospect. Establish 
a routine of regular group chats to ease 
the continued isolation your reps may 
be feeling if they are still working from a 
remote location.
  Your daily check-ins also allow you to 
develop reps’ skills. As David Veech, 
a recent Manage Smarter podcast 
guest, notes: “The number one mistake 
managers and leaders make is forgetting their primary 
responsibility is to develop their people.”
  You can avoid that mistake by coaching your reps on how 
to improve their skills. Instead of giving them the answers 
to questions, help them think through several possible 
solutions to a problem and allow them to choose the option 
that will work best for them.
  We’re all talking about returning to normal. Maybe that’s 
not a good enough goal. Why not come up with a plan 
to “return to better?” The strategy of checking in more 
frequently will energize and engage your sales reps.
  Source: SalesFuel - Manage Smarter.

RESTAURANT RECOVERY TRIPS IN DECEMBER
  The restaurant industry spent most of 2020 trying to 
recover from the coronavirus pandemic, but the final month 
of the year saw weak sales worsen, CNBC reports.
  In December, transactions at U.S. restaurant chains fell 
10% compared with the same time a year ago, according 
to the NPD Group. The firm tracks transactions at 75 
restaurant chains, which make up for more than half of 
commercial restaurant traffic in the U.S. when combined.
  Up until December, monthly restaurant transaction 
declines had been improving consecutively since April. 
November transactions were down just 8%.
  But the industry’s recovery has been hampered by another 
surge in new COVID-19 cases, prompting government 
officials to reinstate harsh dining restrictions, and winter 
weather that has dissuaded customers from dining outside.
  The full-service restaurant segment has been hardest hit 
by the pandemic. The sector, which includes the likes of 
Darden Restaurants’ Olive Garden and The Cheesecake 
Factory, had a tougher time pivoting to delivery and takeout 
as indoor dining was banned. Unlike fast-food chains, full-
service restaurants aren’t known for their convenience, and 
their food isn’t engineered with travel in mind.
  At its nadir in April, the full-service segment saw transactions 
plummet 70%. In December, transactions fell just 30% as a 
new wave of indoor dining bans hurt in-person sales.
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